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Memorandum
TO : Lyall Johnson, Chief DATE: FEB I Z 716

* Licensing Branch0 6
FROM :Clifford K. Beck, Chief

Hazards Evaluation Branch

SUBJEcT: ENGELEARD INDUSTRIES, INC.

We have reviewed the Engelhard Industries applications dated
December 15, 1959, and January 22, 1960, requesting authorization

of procedures for burning waste materials containing small quan-
tities of uranium of various enrichments.

The applicant proposes to construct a sheet metal furnace 4' x 6'
x 4' high with a grate, concrete base and a stack which extends to
an elevation of,22'. Natural circulation of air .is provided
through ports in the ash clean out door.

No filters are provided for removal of particulate matter from the
stack gas. Engelhard proposes to insure that the uranium concen-
tration in the air downwind fromR the stack is at all times within
the maxium permissible limits set forth in 10 CPR Part 20, 'by
measuring air concentrations during the burning operations.

It is not possible for. us to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed procedures for assuring that the uranium concentration in
the stack effluent will not constitute a hazard to off-site popula-
tion, iLe., that the requirements of Part 20 will be met. Ito pi
usual in such Installations that the furnace be provided with
exhaustblowers p•meded by a filter system to assure -that particu-
late matter will .be effectively removed from the stack gas.

If, however, the applicant intends to employ the furnace as presently
designed, we require the following supplementary information:

a. The procedure to be followed in monitoring the air at various
sectors and at various altitudes at the site boudary, down-
wind from the furnace.

b. Quantitative estimates of the actual concentrations of uranium
expected from burning various types of combustible residue,
together with the basis for these estimates.

c. Applicant's emergency procedures if the concentration at any
time exceeds the limits of 1.7 z 10-12 microcuries per milli-

.liter of air specified as a maxiaum in 10 CFP Part 20.
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With regard to disposal procedure by burial at sea, we suggest
-you refer this matter to the Radiation Safety Branch and to the

Isotopes Branch of this Division.


